You are a design specialist for Wayne Industries, the leading provider for technologies used in the superhero community. The owner is Bruce Wayne, otherwise known as Batman. This company is looking for a new superhero or supervillain idea. Your design team analyzes the superheroes, villains and tools already on the market to better understand how their powers relate to nanoscience in nature.

Select a superhero, villain or tool whose superpowers are based on actual nanostructures or nanoprocesses found in nature.

- Explain in detail where in nature you find this nanostructure or nanoprocess.
- Explain how it works in nature and how that relates to your superhero’s powers.
- Draw a picture of your superhero or villain illustrating this superpower.
- Include why this power is appropriate for the types of tasks performed.

Your company gets outside funding from Nanotech International and Biomimicry Unlimited. To insure continued funding from these companies it is important that your presentation clearly describes the nanoscience (process or structure) in nature on which your idea is based.